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Introduction
Independence National HistOfical Pa" (I NHP) ~ home to some of the most
significant monumental buildings of the early American republic. Three of
lhese buildings, lhe First Bank of !he Unned Slates, the Second Bank of the
Unned Slates,and the Merchants' Exchange,span a period when Philadelphia
served as the nation's capital, and then as the financial and cultural capital of
the nation. The preservation of the original materials of these buildings is
necessary if we are to fully appreciate the intrinsic cultural memory of these
important architectural icons of American federalism and finance.

Once a building stone aquires a recoo::I of poor weatherability and no longer is
commercially viable, there is usually little motivation for continued study or
testing of the stone's properties and performance to continue. In many cases,
it is only during the course of treatment in preserving historic buildings that
information about specific historic building materials becomes updated or
reevaluated. The more widespread the use of the historic building material the
greater the possibility that there will be new research on the material. In the
case of Pennsylvania Marble, its' regional nature has not produced many new
studies on the deterioration patterns or appropriate conservation treatments of
this marble.

This first phase focuses on an assessment of the exterior masonry of the
second Bank of the United Slales, particularly, on the condition of the stone
of the north portico columns, pediment and elevation wall and the entire west
elevation. Historically, there has been dimensional loss of the marble through
spaliling afthe slone from the columns and along the entablature. Additionally,
at unsheltered areas of the ashlar walls, many stones display a deep pattern
of loss through contour scaling of the stone faces.This assessment was begun
as part of a temporary intervention strategy for repairs to stabilize critical areas
for public safety, (a baseball-size piece of acolumn capital detached from the
south portico just prior to beginning this survey in June, and a 10.3 oz spall
fell from the entablature of the West Elevation on August 18),and as a primary
document for preparing a comprehensive preservation plan for the exterior
conservation of the Secood Bank. A secondary function of this project is to
begin to synthesize and make available data on Pennsylvania Marble as ~
relates to the buildingsat INHP.and to other buildings in!he city of Philadeiphia
and the surrounding region.

The National Park Service has the opportunity to provide the most
comprehensive research into Pennsylvania Marble due to the prominence of
their three buildings atlNHP built extensively with this stone. While each bUilding
has unique conditions which must be recognized individually, there is a lot that
can be gained by understanding the full range of variations in the weathering
of the marble,and by comprehensively cataloging the nature of these conditions
across all three buildings. In addition, a wider testing program can be
implemented to evaluate treatments, repairs and protective measures to
minimize loss of the marble, and to try and forecast zones of weakened marble
predisposed to larger spalling or dimensional loss that require a stabilization
treatment.
This survey is the first programmed attempt, after intitial studies of each of the
buildings, to beg in to assess and plan an intervention strategy. As an
assessment, the drawings and reports actively inform the preservation plans
and are not designed 10 remain stalic or stand on their own. They are wOOing
documents to be acted upon; 10 generate solutions with a degree of confidence
in the breadth of understanding of the problems.

Penns~vania Marble (also called Penns~ vania ' Blue' Marble). Quarried just
to the north of the city of Philadelphia, was an important regional building
stone used for a large portion of the exterior facades of the First Bank of the
Un~ed States, the Second Bank of the United States, and the Merchants'
Exchange; and for buildings in cities and towns in the midAtlantic area near
Philadelphia (Merrill, 1880). By the middle oflhe 19th century the overall poor
performance of the marble, the inability of the large grained stone to take
detailed carving, and improved transportation systems that increased the
availabilty of white marbles from New England and Georgia, all contributed to
the demise of Pennsylvania marble as a building stone.

This detail under the cornice is
surrounded by a heavy gypsum crust.
Loss of detail along the cornice has
resulted in the complete loss of some
of the decorative elements.
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Project Overview
Phase 1 of this project encompasses a survey of the marble masonry of the north portico and
facade (the main entrance to the Second Bank off of Chestnut Street), and the full west elevation.
The Suvey was conducted from June 7, 1999lhrough July 16, 1999. Atotal of six 9raduate and
post-graduate interns from the Graduate Program in Historic Preservation at the University of
Pennsytvania conducted a complete survey of both elevations with the use of movable sections
of scaffolding, and a 50' and 45' high-lift crane with an extending boom under the supervision of
a project manager.
Modifications were made 10 a system of documentation used by the University of Pennsylvania
and the National Park service in the southwest al Mesa Verde National Park and Casa Crande
National Monument,to better address the sUlvey of amonumental architectural structure.Rather
then recording all surfaces with rectified photographs to survey conditions, baseline drawings
developed from archival architectural drawings were created prior to the field survey. The
dimensions of architectural features and joint lines were checked in the field and corrected or
added as needed on the drawings. Once the coursing and stone dimensions were finalized ,
sections of the drawings were used in the field to record conditions. Only critical areas that
displayed complex deterioration pattems were photographed during the sUlVey.
Teams alternated between recording conditions in the field and digitizing of the conditions in
AutoCAD into the new drawings. During the six week field school all elevations of the portico
including the columns, pediment, ceiling , flooring and stairs as well as the entire west elevation
were surveyed and digitized. Two interns continued for a three week period beyond the field
school to double-check and complete the sUIVey drawings.
In addition to the field sUlVey and subsequent drawings, a searchable database, a website and
this report were created . For the database each stone on the drawings was assigned a number,
and each condition was entered as a separate category in the database allowing the user to find
all the conditions for any numbered stone,or to query and determine how many,or which stones
have a particular conditioo. The websne ( http://home.alt.neV-secondbanklsecondbank.htm )
contains the same overall content as this report as well as a link to a drawing preview site where
four of the AutoCAD drawings can be viewed on-line.
Acomplete set of printed documents from this project have been submitted to the National Park.
SelVice at INHP and the Architectural ConselVation Laboratory at the University of Pennsylvania.
All field notes, compulerfiles and correspondence have been deposited in the Archives at INHP.
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Scaffolding and two high-lifts allowed !he members of the field
school team to get dose enough to the marble 10 meek the
surface of ltle slone for erosional conditions, Q'"acking and any
soi ~ng ,

<Xlatings or crusts that may have been present

Documentation & Archival Research
Several sources were consu!led while searching for specific information relating to Pennsylvania Blue marble. Research was mostly conducted al the Independence
National Historical Park (INHP) office and the libraries of the University of Pennsylvania, both located in Philadelphia.
The majority of the information found came from the files of the Historical Architect at lNHP which contain articles from Geological Surveys and student research
relating to Pennsylvania quarries. At the INHP Archives, two folders entitled ·Construction - Rehabilitation and Restoration Second Bank of U.S." dated October
1964 and January 1965 contain specifications and architectural drawings from the repair work to the exterior marble columns and the platform construction around
the bank. Although no documents indicate exactly what repairs were done to the columns, drawings show that thru bolts and dowels were supposed to be driven
through the columns in order to provide extra support. Four archival boxes containing documents relating to ·Construction Project Records for Second Bank Site
Development, 1961-1978" were also examined at the INHP Archives. The majority of documents in these boxes, such as transmittal forms and weekly summary
reports, relate to the 1971·1973 restoration of the building which consisted mostly of interior work. The documents also contain information relating to the wrought
iron fencing and grates that were installed at the south fac;:ade of the building. Within these boxes, however, one document dated October 6, 1969 written by Joe
Petrak, indicates that in 1967, Hydrozo "clearstone" was used to waterproof the exterior marble of the Second Bank. The stone was scrubbed before the treatment
was applied. Another document,dated November 10, 1975 mentions re-attaching aportion of an exterior stone column with an epoxy glue, although no documents
indicate exactly what installation methods were utilized.
A ledger in the collection of INHP from the Henderson Quarry contains abalance of entries of deliveries for the construction of the Second Bank beginning in April 20,
1819 and ending in March 16, 1820.The first entry describes adelivery - "April 20, to 38 feet Marllie delivered at the prison yard@ 140/100 foot - $53.20" The prison
yard referred to is the Walnut Street prison one block south west of the Second Bank which was a prison for Tories , prisoners of war, debtors and felons from 17751835. The prison spanned a space that was one of William Penn's original civic squares from Walnut Street south to Locust Street. It is undetermined whether the
prison was used solely to stock pile the marble or jf prison laborers were used for some of the rough finishing of the marble slabs. Subsequent entries in the ledger
provide dates and feet quanities of marble slabs delivered, but contain no additional information.
At the University of Pennsylvania, searches were conducted on Franklin, the library search system. No matches were made for any specific information on
Pennsylvania Blue marble or the quarries Marble Hall,and Henderson Quarry inMontgomery County, Pennsylvania. Due to the time limitations of the first Phase of
the project, and with the emphasis on recording physical deterioration conditions, additional archival research was not able to be conducted at other Philadelphia
instnutions such as the Free Library, the Athenaeum, the historical Society of Pennsylvania and the Philosophical Society.
The bibliography collected during the innial research is an appendiX to this report.

In 1815 William Strickland submitted a design for
the Second Bank of the United States which
instan tly th ru st him to the forefront of the
architectural profession. The Second Bank (18181824), modeled on the Greek Parthenon,was one
of the first Greek Revival buildings in the United
States.
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Conditions Recorded
A list of conditions and a graphic key was developed for the field survey of the
north portico and west elevation. Initial meetings between the National Park
Service and the University of Pennsylvania led to the development of a system
which was a modified version of a successful approach used at National Park
Service sites inthe southwestern United States. Anumber of parameters were
defined that led to the final listing and organization of conditions:

•

•

•

•

REQUIRES INTERVENTION

B Major Cracks
~ Incipient Spall -

•
1/2" deep

~ Incipient Spall + 1/2" deep
~

A larger context was needed for the survey. Only after completely
understanding the broader deterioration patterns could more
specialize types of analysis be utilized.

a

There needed to be a heirarchy to the conditions that allowed a
range of NPS slaff 10 be able to interpret more critical needs.

Dimensional Loss
Deformation/Displacement

IT ITooling Marks (T)
l..'~ Inappropriate Sealants
~~ Microflora
~ Chemica! Bird Treatment

~ Moderate Cracks

[J Active Friability or Flaking
~ Surface Erosion

~ Contour Scaling

G Deteriorating Mortar (dashed)
r::l Efflorescence

C Encrustation
~ Composite Patches

b Filled Cra cks - 1/4"
Ei Filled Cracks + 1/4"

~ Treatment Coatings
~ Historic Stone Loss

6

V Texture (V) or (H)

~ Defective Building Systems

D Mineral Inclusions

The chart to the right is an index of the conditions and graphic keys used
dUring the Phase 1 Assessment of the Second Bank. Some of these
conditions were very rarely found on the two elevations surveyed, however,
they have been left in the key to maintain a comprehensive range of
conditions for future surveys. More detailed descriptions of each condition
are located in Appendix C at the end of this report.

rI

~:::;:;l Metallic Staining

[tJ Orientation of foliation

The list once created should be adaptable to other buildings within
lNHP particularly the First Bank and Merchants' Exchange so that
marble conditions and data could be compared across a wider spec
trum of case studies.

Map Cracking Zone

E:J Open Joints (dashed)

REQUIRES MONITORING

The conditions needed to address inherent compositional defects
within the stone, the influence of weathering conditions in the
surrounding environment (temperature, moisture, structural and
thermal stresses, accumulation of airbome pollutants), previous
repairs and historic loss.

OBSERVATION ROUTINE MAINTENANCE

n

Animal-Insect Activity

l;;:.:.1 Brown Streaking

k1 Repointing Repairs
~ Stone Dutchman

[/1

Historic Stone Replacement

Analysis of Drawings
Interpretation of these Conditions Assessment Drawings is critical; it represents as much of the process of informing a conservation strategy as the wor!< in the field
collecting the data. The complicated nature of the drawings with multiple layers of graphic conditons can be difficult to absorb in any meaningful context. It was
recognized in the beginning of the planning of thisproject that the fie~ survey process is well developed.Avanety of different methodologies are cunendy being used
in the preservation fie~ to collect data for the conditions assessment of a historic site or sbucture. With advances in computing and imaging technolog~ , these
methodologies tend to be fluid, and constantly evolving. Extreme attention must be paid to insure that the selected process delivers meaningful Information for the
established goals· monitoring, treatment repair, or wholesale intervention.
V~ual interpretation issubjective. Members of the fie~ feam may record conditions sl~hdydiferendy . Once recorded ,the drawings are subject to vanable interpretations
depending on the graphicor spatial comfort acuities of the vie'Ner. Where possible this survey has tried to balance subjective interpretation with objective data. Better
integration of a database with the survey drawings and analysis by means of disciplined calculatioos (like the surtace square area chart below) provide a firmer
foundation from which one can extrapolate more complicated deterioration cause and effect relationships.

Apreliminary analysis of the drawings and the data given in the chart below allows the following assertions to be made:
1.

The columns weather differently then the facades which is a function of directional exposure, the variance inthe composition, and the placement of the
stone relative to it's foliation planes.

2.

The location of a column seems to influence the rate of deterioration above any inherent deficiencies in the stone as indicated by the two central
columns (4 and 5) having all of the lowest values of the calculated square areas except for one category, and having none of the highest values.

3.

None of the column drums could be definitively identified as having their foliation planes running horizontal (parallel to the ground); most foliation
direction was indicated as being oblique (greafer then 45 degrees) or nearty vertical.

Surtace Area of Surveyed Condrtions in Square Inches
incipient Spatl + W

liri!

CoIul1Y11
CoIul1Y12
Coiumn3
Column 4
Coiumn 5
Column 6
Column 7
Column 8
Columns Total
North Pediment
West Bevation

15.36

.
.

1.51
23.51
1570.10
55.80
584.47
2,250.75
1165.62
1,095.5

Il)Oipienl Spali - lI'
(i,;.)
284.02
112.23
196.11
22.33
207.94
324.36
767.96
462.62
2377.57
1539.53
2417.88

o;~n'lnaJ Loss

Cont~~scaling
_Ii

4611 .71
2495.54
1600.81
894.79
596.52
8572.09
5756.48
4043.28
28 571,22
982.58
3811 .03

6356.15
3071 .44
8,961.10
3171.56
4547.01
8541.68
7572.67
5914.45
48136.06
36 527.17

iii
4682.87
8485.92
4,458.63
2116.41
2456.74
2573.21
2584.96
3614.60
30 973.34
3110

.

.
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Surta:;~~rosion

Mne~~~~usions
1243.16
1958.22
3,735.15
748.80
102.25
5243.22
3773.41
2945.27
19749.48
1584.75
.

Analysis of Drawings - continued
4.

A better understanding of what type of treatment may be effective can be developed by comparing the rates and locations of the deterioration conditions
on the columns. For example, column two has the highest square area of surface erosion of any column, which is occuring predominantly on the upper
two drums. Further investigation may detennine thai dimensional loss will be a less significant problem with these stones and that they may benefit from
a surface treatment that restores grain 10 grain cohesion and offers a degree of protection from the weathering effects of wind and rain.

5.

Column six is in the worst condition, having the highest amount of surface area loss through incipient spalls greater then .5". through dimensional loss,
and the column also has the largest amount of exposed mineral inclusions (from which ~ could be inferred that these inclusions are the primary reason
that large dimensionally unstable pieces have come off the stone in such dramatic quantities).

6.

Some of the ashlar stone along the entablature and pediment show distinct deterioration patterns that follow "bookleaf patterns" across pairs of
stones which were split in the finishing process and laid side by side. Splitting a stone in this way can only be done with the foliation planes running
parallel to the stone surface. Whatever the quality of the surlace or the amount of inclusions at the point where the stone was separated is necessarily
mirrored in their deterioration patterns.

7.

On the ashlar facade of the north portico a cause and effect question remains. Did the coating applied in 1967 help protect the stone and contribute to
the minimal conditions found or was the stone already protected by the portico and therefore subject 10 minimal weathering - meaning that the coating
was unnecessary to protect what was essentially sound stone?

8.

Conversely, the south sides of the columns (the protected faces) are consistently among the worst faces of each column. What role, if any, did the
coating have on the deterioration of the stone? Is frequent water washing of the exposed marble faces more beneficial 10 the stone then a partially
sheltered condition?
(It should be noted that contour scaling and surface erosion were so wide spread along !he west elevation thatlhere seemed to be little value in
calculating Ws total square area. Mineral inclusions along the west elevation were drasticly reduced in comparison with the amount of inclusions visible
on the columns).

By using the layering system in AutoCAD, querying the database, extending the calculations, and comparing these projections on sile at the Second
Bank, additional information and analysis was still in progress as this first report was being completed . Untillhe remaining elevations of the building have
been surveyed only a portion of the infonnation can be fully developed and integrated into treatment, repair and monitoring recommendations, (primarily
the north portico).

Column 2, North Portico
8

Drawing 1: North Portico Back Wall
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Drawing 2: North Portico Pediment
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Drawing 3 North Portico Column Roll-out
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Drawing 4: Pediment Interior Face & Underside of Entablature
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Drawing 5: West Elevation· North Half
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Drawing 6: West Elevation· South Half
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Laser Scanning
During the course of the field woli<: a demonstration of a laser scanning process for recording existing structures was conducted by Cyra Technologies at the Second
Bank of the United Stales. This process utilizes a Class 2 laser to record variations in the surface topography of a building at a predetermined level of detail (highest
level of precision currently is plus or minus 2mm). The scanned points are then imaged as ·point clouds· in the Gyra CGP software where they can be enhanced and
exported into a CAD or a modeling program for further rendering.
The purpose of the demonstration was 10 see if laser scanning could record the areas of the surface where there was dimensional loss of slone, and to detennine to
what degree these conditions would be visible and measurable in the final rendering. Since the laser only perceives the variations in surface topography, conditions
that do not create loss, (mild accretions on the surtace, staining, patches, etc.) would not be accounted fa( in the scanned information. However, despite these
lim~alions, if successful, the laser scanning process could provide a means for rnexe rapidly and more accurately creating a baseline survey. Once the baseline
survey has been created. time in the field could be more focused towards examining the deterioration patterns and establishing cause and effect relationships, rather
then on the task of needing to document every condition.
The results of the survey at the Second Bank were excellent with regards to the level of detail in the changes of the surtace that the laser was able to record. Areas
of dimensional loss, contour scaling and spalling were very apparent in the graphic files produced from the scans. There were, however, "holes· in scanned areas
depending on the compexity of the fonns being scanned. The angle and distance from the subject can be adjusted to try and encompass as many visible surtaces
as possible from agiven perspective. But, in order to catch the sides, top,or bottom of a surface in addition to the face, multiple scans must be taken and then stitched
together to form a completed 3-D model of all the surtaces which can then be viewed from different angles within the software program.

Representaives from Cyra Technologies scanned portions
of the north portico of the Second Bank. The laser is housed
in the Black box on the tripod and the recording data is
transferred to a laptop computer. The raw data is then further
manipulated in the Cyra CGP software and exported to CAD
or a rendering program.
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Laser Scanning - continued
The savings in time and the amount of detail collected during the scanning process were successfully demonstrated at the Second Bank. However, using the
software to create the type of d ig~al information necessary 10 formulate architectural drawings, details, or models was not easily implemented into the dig~izing
process.The learning curve, and the number of steps or levels through which the data must be processed or manipulated before it is usuable,could tum out to offset
any savings in time that 'Nere gained by improving the recording in the field . (It should be noted, that this first attempt at using the laser scanning system during the
survey of the north and west facades of the Second Bank did not provide enough background time to prepare to use the software and to integrate into, or alter the
existing documentation process).

Relative to these questions, in Appendix B, is an analysis of the total hours used in the field school segregated by task type. Priof to beginning the next phase of this
project, or any Mure projects, the anticipated work schedule should be evaluated to determine whether the project would benefit by new technologies such as alaser
scanning system 10 improve upon the current field surveying methodology.

This illustration is acopy of the unedited laser scan 'pointdoud"file imported
into AutoCad 14. Additional manipulation to this base file can be done in
the Cyra CGP software and in AutoCad to create a wire mesh around the
object and place a surface skin over the scan .
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Materials Testi ng
A limited scope of material testing was conducted on the Pennsylvania Marble from the North Portico. The tests were done as confirmation tests for the minel:8!
conlent of the marble inclusions, gypsum crusts, and 10 identify a brown streaking that was apparent on the facade and was believed to be an earlier treamenl
coating.
Previous testing of the Pennsylvania Marble at the Second Bank was done for portions of a graduate thesis in 1996 by Jocelyn Kimmel, at the First Bank as part of
a graduate thesis in 1998 by Guy Munsch, and at the Merchant's Exchange as part of a multi-year Conservation Strategy (Brookover, McGee, Mossotti, Oolske and
Sherwood, 1992). Further comprehensive lesting was nol a part of this phase of the project, and may not be warranted until the collective data from the existing
reports has been distilled into acomprehensive summary, Testing as required to evaluate specific treatment and repair strategies will need to be incorporated into the
next phase of the project.

The exterior wall under the north
portico with the brown staining pattern.
The photograph shows the coating which has blistered on the surface of the
marble exposing the stone surface through the opening near the center of the
image. To confirm the visual observations, an EOS analysis was done at the
same time. A central target inside the opening of the coating was selected and
an elemental spectra was taken and recorded. A second target over the coated
surface was then used for a second reading .
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These graphs display the two readings taken.The graph on the left is the marble surface without the coating showing a high Calcite (Ca) peak with minimal readings
for Silicone (Si) and Iron (Fe). The graph on the right taken over the coated area still has a high peak for the dominant mineral of the marble, Calcite, but there is a
substantial increase in the Silicone peak and the Iron peak. The silicone confrims the presence of the silicone-based waterproofing polymer coating The iron which
would normally be present in the stone in small amounts and 'NOuld naturally weather off of the surface is held just below the surface of the film contributing to the
orange-brown staining coloration of the coating on the surface of the marble.
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FoIlo'Ning, (pages 16-19) are short summaries of a range of the samples tested using Xray Oifrac60n Analysis to confirm physical compositions of some of the more
prominent inclusions, a white powdering on the surface, and "gypsum" crusts. A drawing with sample locations is included following the test results. All original
samples and laboratory data have been deposned at !he INHP archives.

Areas along the entablature often displayed a brown staining or
a white powdering gypsum coating. Heavy black crusts were
found mostly underneath the overhang of the pediment trim and
around the details of the underside of the entablature.The brown
staining only appears on the north and south porticos, no evidence was found along either the west or east elevations.
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Materials Analysis Summary
Samples Taken from the North Facade of the Second Bank of lhe United Stales, Philadelphia, PA.

All the XRD experiments were carried out on the X-Ray Diffraction Rigaku Diffractometer of the Laboratory for Research on the Structure of Matter at the University of Pennsylvania. The instrument was set at kilovo~s and miliamps. The scans were run between 5 and 65 degrees 2T, at 2 degrees per minute. All the
samples were prepared as follows: The samples were reduced into powder with a mortar and pestle. A glass slide was prepared by covering ~ with a thin layer of
vaseline and the powder spread on top of ~ .

Marble Dust
From an unknown area of the North facade (the chip fell 10 the ground)
XRD, Files Z12228.raw and Z12228.pks
Best match for marble dust is JCPOS-speclrum 72·1651 , Calcium Carbonate (Calcite). The Pennsylvania Blue Marble is mainly made of calcite (CaC03).
Secondary minerals from the marble did not display any prominent peaks.

Mineral Inclusion 1 (MI.1)
XRD, Files Z12229.raw and Z12229.pks
Best match for mineral inclusion 1 is JCPDS-spectrum 83-0577, Calcium Carbonate. A secoodary search was carried out on the spectrum of Mineral Inclusion 1
minus 82-0577. Two good matches of the resuning spectrum were JCPDS-speclrum 06-0263, Potassium Aluminum Silicate Hydroxide (Muscovite 2M#1) and
JCPOS-spectrum 40-0020, Potassium Magnesium Aluminum Silicate Hydroxide. It is expected that calcite is the dominant mineral since almost all samples were
sampled by scraping the stones, and are mixed with marble dust. The mineral inclusion is probably a type of muscovite.

Mineral Inclusion 2 (MI.2)
XRD, Files Z12230.raw and Z12230.pks
Best match for mineral inclusion 2 is JCPDS-spectrum 06-0263, PotassiumAluminum Silicate Hydroxide (Muscovite 2M#1). second best match is JCPD5spectrum 76-0929, Potassium Aluminum Oxide Silicate Hydroxide (Muscovite 2M1). Calcite does not appear as a dominant mineral in this sample. It is probably
a relatively pure sample of the inclusion, minimally contaminated by the marble dust. Mineral inclusion 2 is similar to mineral inclusion 1. It belongs to the muscovite mineral family.
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Mineral Inclusion 3 (MI.3)
XRD, Files Z12231.raw and Z12231.pks
Best match for mineral inclusion 3 is JCPDS-spectrum 77-2255, PotassiumAluminum Silicate Hydroxide (Muscovite). 8econd best match is JCP05-spectrum 760929, Potassium Aluminum Oxide Silicate Hydroxide (Muscovite 2M1). JCPOS-spectrum 40-0020, Potassium Magnesium Aluminum Silicate Hydroxide, second
best match fOf mineral inclusion 1 is the sixth best match of mineral inclusion 3. JCPDS-spectrum 6-0263, Potassium Aluminum Silicate Hydroxide (Muscovite
2M#1), best match for mineral inclusion 2 is the seventh best match of mineral inclusion 3. Mineral inclusion 3 is similar to mineral inclusions 1 & 2. It belongs to
the muscovite mineral family.

Mineral Inclusion 4 (MI.4)
XRD, Files Z12232.raw and Z12232.pks
Best match for Mineral Inclusion 4 is JCPDS-spectrum 5-0586, Calcium Carbonate (Calcite). Asecondary search was carried out on the spectrum of Mineral
Inclusion 4 minus 5-0586. The best match of the resulting spectrum was JCPDS-specfrum 82-1572, Sil icon Oxide. The second best match is JCP05-spectrum
76-0668, Potassium Aluminum Silicate Hydroxide (Muscovite 2M1). Atertiary search was carried out on the spectrum of Mineral Inclusion 4 minus Calcite (50586) minus Muscovite (78-0688). The best match of the resulting spectrum was JCPDS·speetrum 42-1340, Iron Sulfide (Pyrite). Mineral Inclusion 4 has a
different color and appearance than mineral inclusions 1, 2 and 3. The three first were gray and very layered, almost fibrous. Number 4 was red brownish and of a
smaller quantity. The best match of Mineral Inclusion 4 minus Calcite is silicon oxide. (Note: As later testing confirmed evidence of a silicone based coating, the
results of this test would seem to reflect the presence of the coaling material on the marble sample.)
White Coating 1 (W1)
XRD, Files Z12233.raw and Z12233.pks
Best Match for the white coating is JCPDS-spe<:trum 70-0984, Calcium SUlfate Hydrate (Gypsum). This whtte coating is present in areas which may not receive
direct washing Itlrough direct exposure or rul1-Off from rain water.
White Coating 3 (W3)
XRD, Files Z12244.raw and Z12244.pks
Best match for the white coating Is JCPDS-spe<:trum 72-0596, Calcium Sulfate Hydrate (Gypsum).
Gypsum Crust 1 (G1)
XRD, Files Z12246.raw and Z12246.pks
Best match for Gypsum Crust 1 is JCPDS-spectrum 72-1650, Calcium Carbonate (Calcite). Asecondary search was carried out on the spectrum minus 72-1650.
The best match of the resulting spe<:trum is JCPDS-6-0046, Calcium Sulfate Hydrate (Gypsum).
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Gypsum Crust 2 (G2)
XRD, Files Z12247.raw and Z12247.pks
The best match for this sample is JCPD5-spe<:lrum 7Q.0095, Calcium Carbonate (calcite).A secondal)' search was carried out on the spe<:lrum minus 7Q.0095.
None of the matches proposed by the database for the secondal)' search was appropriate for th~ type of sample, gypsum did not appear in the spe<:lrum. The
sample appears to be a soiled sample of friable marble, but is not in a deterioration stale that has produced a true gysum crust. The analysis undertines the
difficulties in distinguishing a real gypsum crust deterioration pattern from a surface soiling of the marble.
Gypsum Crust 3 (G3)
XRD, Files Z12248.raw and Z12248.pks
The best match for this sample is JCPO$-spectrum 72-1652, Calcium carbonate (Calcite). Asecondary search was carried out on the spectrum minus 72-1652.
The best match of the resulting spectrum is JCPDS-spectrum 6-0263, Potassium Aluminum Silicate Hydroxide (Muscovite 2M1).Atertiary search was carried out
on the sample, the third best match is 78-1253, Silicone Oxide (Quartz alpha). The sixth best match is 36-0432, Calcium Sulfate Hydrate (Gypsum). The sample
contains the dominant mineral from the marble, calcite, and from an apparent inclusion, muscovite, there are traces of the silicone treatment coating and of a mild
gypsum crust.

Representative peak prinl-outs for Minerallndusions2 and 4, and Gypsum Crus13. Fundata sheets and print-outs are on file at lNHP Archives.
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Second Bank 1999 Stone Survey: Access Database
Stone Numbering:
Each stone of the north and west elevations were assigned unique stone numbers based on the elevatKm, arcl1itectural element, stone course, and
stone number. Courses are numbered from the ground up, Stones are numbered from left to right. All of the stone numbers are shown on the four Stone
Numbering Drawings: North Elevation Wall, Pediment, Column and West Elevation,
For example: North Elevation + Wall + 4th Course from the ground + 5th Stone from the left = NW4,5
North Elevation + Column 6 + 3rd Drum from the ground + South face = NC6,3S
Abbreviations used for stone numbering:
North Wall = NW
North Pediment = NP
North Columns = NC
North Interior Portico (refers to underside and backside of portico) = NIP
West Wall =WW
West Foundation = WF
West Chimneys = WCh

Access Database:
Acoess has several ways of displaying the same information and allows for selection of certain information from single or mutiiple databases, For this
survey, only three types of displays have been set up:
1, Datasheet: This contains information in a tabular form, It can be acoessed from the Tables folder or the Forms folder if you select
View-> Datasheet VieW, Each stone was entered into the database with separate entries for Elevation, Element, Detail,
Course Number, Stone Number and each of the stone conditions surveyed in the 1999 study,
For example:
Elevation
North

2, Forms:

3: Reports:

Element
Pediment

Detail
Architrave

Course
1

SlOne Number
NP1 .6

Ma or Cracks...

This contains information in a more user-friendly way for data entry, It brings up all of the information on the screen at a
time, Its layout can be customized under View-> Design View, Any changes to the data entry in the form will
automatically alter the information in the datasheet.
This presents selected information in a printable format. The current layout lists the conditions that are found on each
stone according to the three treatment categories: Requires Intervention , Requires Monitoring, and ObservationRoutine Maintenance, Information for each stone appears on a single page, Its layout can be customized under
Vrew-> Design View.
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Second Bank 1999 Stone Survey: Using the Database
Searching the Database:
The database can be searched and organized in several ways: re-ordering the datasheel, selecting a filter in the form view, or running a customized
query in the Queries folder.
1. Re-Qrdering the Datasheel:
In the Datasheet VieW, each of the entry columns can be ordered in ascending or descending order. Select the column and either
1) choose the ascending (AI. up or AI. down) icons in the toolbar or
2) right click on the mouse and choose the same options from the pull down list.
This will place, for example, all of the stones in alphabetical order according to elevation or element. Also, this is a quick way to see a list of all
of the stones that have a certain condition.
2. Selecting a Filter in the Form View:
In the form view, a filter can be applied to each of the entry boxes which will run a search and select all of the stones that have the same
information. A filter can be created in several ways: filtering by form, filtering by selection, and typing in a customized selection.
1) Filtering by Form: This is the most sophisticated way to search the database. Click on the Filter by Form icon on the tool bar or right
click on the mouse and select the Filter by Form option. This brings up the filter form. By typing in "North" in the elevation,
"Mineral Inclusion" in the Mineral Inclusion entry box, and "Brown Streaking" in the Brown Streaking entry box, then applying the
filter by right clicking and selecting "Apply Filter by Form", this will select all of the stone on the north elevation which exhibit both
of these conditions. Searches can also be run according to architectural details. For example, typing "Comice" for architectural
details will select all of the comice stones.
2) Filtering by Selection: Highlight a selection in the entry box and right click on the mouse. Choose "Filter by Selection" and Access
will search for all of the stones which have the same information in that entry box.
3) Customized Selection: Select the entry box to search the database and right click on the mouse. In the text box next to "Filter for:"
type in the entry to search for. This will search for all of the stones which have the same information in the entry box.
3, Running a Query:
Aquery will create a standard format for searching the database for certain parameters. No queries have been customized for this database. A
quick way to form a query is to open the Query folder, select New, and choose Simple Query Wizard. If certain conditions are linked, or are
characteristic of an elevation or an architectural element, a customized query can be created. However, for this database, Filtering by Form is
the quickest and most fiexible way to search.
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Recommendations for Future Phases
1.

Correct all defective building systems, repaint all open joints, make
temporary repairs to all spalls and areas of dimensional loss greater
than 3' in diameter or as required .

2.

Use close range photography over regular intervals and/or crack monitors at key conditions to try and determine the relative rate of
deterioration of the most fragile areas of the stone.

3.

Complete the survey of the south portico and east elevation.
Simltaneously begin to test pinning, patching and grouting methods to
stabilize areas of deteriorated stone. Install a range of test panels to
assess the perfonnance of consolidanls and water repellents in
combination with laboratory testing.

4.

Create a summary of all previous lesting programs of Pennsylvania
Marble done in conjunction with previous research projects at INHP,
and determine the successes, the failures and the unknowns.
Recommend which testing values can be accepted as a norma! range
for the performance of Pennsylvania Marble and outline any new testing
programs that must be completed in future phases.

5.

Explore opportunites for improving survey methodology and the
potential for running digital simulations to determine relative deterioration
rates.

6.

Pursue add itional research and funding partnerships where appropri
ate. Develop a comprehensive plan for the exterior conservation and
treatment of the Second Bank, the First Bank and the Merchants
Exchange as needed. Explore this plan as an internalor extemal project
roth in terms of funding and staffing.Consider bringing the three projects
together into one major initiative.
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This photograph from 1942 captures adetail from column number 3
of the north portico. The currrent patterns of deterioration and the
continued pronounced weathering along a mineral inclusion band
provide vital information on the potential rate of deterioration.
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Appendix A • CAD Guidelines
This project was completed in AutoCAD 14 software by Autodesk. Future versioos of this software or compatible software should be able to open these drawing files.
A copy of the printed drawings is in the collection of the archives of Independence National Historical Park and at the Architectural ConselVation Laboratory of the
University of Pennsylvania .
The following information summarizes the key coordination guidelines used to create a consistent set of drawings for the first Phase of this pro;ect. Future phases
of the project should e~hef conform to the same guidelines, or if modified, relum to the Phase 1drawings and updates the drawings to maintain a continuity between
all of the drawings.
CAD LAYERS

Every condition recorded as well as distinct architectural features (i.e. joints) has been placed on it's own layer. This allows conditions (layers) to be turned off or on
10 view the drawings in more then one relational context.
DRAWING FILES

Each elevational drawing has been developed and saved as a drawing file in the folder marked "xref. The final dawings are composed of a sing le title block brought
into paper space as an xref, with the elevation areas brought into model space. Multiple viewports have been used in paperspace to compose the layout of the final
drawings. Any raster images used in the drawings have been stored in a separate images folder.
LINE WEIGHTS

A single line weight was used for all of the cond~ions except for "major cracks·. which has a double thickness. Modifications to the line weights were made using the
creation of a plol file (pe2 file). This plot file can be loaded through lhe print dialog tiox prior to sending the drawing 10 the plotter.

PLOT FILES

Plof files were creafed for these drawings at a full size sheel (34" x 22") and half size sheet (lr x 111- All drawings were plotted from a Hewlett Packard DesignJel
750C Plus on Azon 27 lb. Premium Color Paper. Plot files must be confiured to be compatible with the plotter to be used. The pen weights belowwill then need 10 be
assigned and saved as a new plot file to be compatible with and plotter other then the model used for this drawing set.
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Appendix A • CAD Guidelines· continued
AutoCAD Pen Colors line Weights
In general, sel line widths to ·0". Plotted line widths and colors are determined by associating an AUloCAD color number (110 256) with a "pen" number of specffic
width in black and'or a color. The colors and weights used allow for the drawing conditions 10 be "readable" in both color aoo black and 'Nhite. The following chart
can be adapted for inkjet, laser electrostatic or thermal plotting:
I

AutoCAO Color & Pen Assignments
Color/Pen No. Color/Pen No.

Oesc riptionlExamllle Use

Plot Size

100%
no screen

50%

screen

Pen Size
Full Plot

Pen Size
Hall Plot

1 (1)
Red

Not used

0.009

0.005

75 (75)
Mee:!. Green

Not used

0.009

0.005

Requires Monitoring Conditions

145 (145)
Moo. Blue

Not used

0.009

0.005

Routine Maintenance·Observation Conditions

7 (7)
WhitelBlack

Not used

0.012

0.007

Outlines, text

B(B)

Not used

0.007

0.004

Stone Numbers

250 (250)
Black

Not used

O.OOB

0.004

Thin black line

251 (251)
Black

Not used

0.010 0.005

Medium black line

6 (6)

Not used

O.OOB

View Ports (Freeze for plotting)

Requires Intervention Conditions

Grey

0.004

Magenta
For this project a fun size plot is 34" wide X22" high. A half size plot is 17" wide X 11 " high.
If an oversize plot is needed (125%) the size is 42.5" wide X27.5" high.
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Appendix B . Budgeting: Hours by Task
During Phase 1 of the Conditions Assessment of the second Bank, in addition to cumulative hours for the field

school staff, the hours were broken down into specific "NOri<: categories. These categories were used to assist
in planning staffing and expenses for future phases and to provide some baseline infonnation to evaluate
other assessment techniques or systems that may represent animprovement in savings of time, funding, or
as a means to directing more of a focus towards the critical parts of the assessment process.

Over the entire field school period hours were tracked for the folk>wing:
6 Intems(Total hours)

Manager

Archival Research:

36

Field Survey
Digital Input
Photography/Imaging
Report Writing
Plotting

460.5
671.5
10
13.5
12
193

12
23
25

AdminlBudget

o

56
30
69

MaterialsITreatrnent Analysis

5

8

Totals

1,401 .5

259

Coordination

18

18

Comments relative to the above:
o

o

o

o

o

The areas for significant improvement are in the digitizing of the survey data and the coordination of the field work and digitizing.
Coordination as acategory included aweekly meeting, reviewing drawings, adjusting surveys and the general operationallypes of tasks
that occur on a daily basis.
The budgeted amount of time for management and coordination of the project (142 hours) was inadecuate.
By using drawings for the baseline survey documents, photography hours were minimized .
These hours include the preparation work prior to the 6 week field school, and post field school digitizing, plotting and report writing .
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Appendix C - Condition Definitions
The following glossary of conditions will be recorded relating 10 the masonry deterioration of the Pennsylvania Marble of the Second Bank and the schist perimeter
wall.

1. Orientation of fol iation planes
The Stones d isplay a paltern of orientation
based on their foliation planes. The
position of these planes can be parallel
(horizontal) 10 the ground, at 90 e (vertical)
or at an angle. All stones need to be noted
with an arrow indicating the direction of
foliation and if it occurs parallel or oblique
10 the face.

2. Major bands of mineral inclusions
Stones may show evidence of a large
mineral inclusion vein or cluster. These
veins or c lusters are at least W in size and
noticeably larger then prevailing foliation
patterns. They are typically raised and
distinctive from the slone surface.

3. Texture - variegated vs. homogeneous
Depending on the mineral composition,
stones will be homogeneous (H) in texture
and appearance or have a variegaled (V)
texture. The textural quality of the stone
should be noted for each stone.

No Illustration
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4. Tooling marks still visible
Stones thai are relatively protected will still
display the originallooling marks (T) on the
surface. These tooling marks are a relative
indicator of the degree of surface
weathering of the slone.

A patterned network of fine superficial cracks
occurring on the surface of the slone

6. Moderate Cracks

Cracks less than 1/8" wide, of varying
orientation and depth.

No Illustration
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7. Major Cracks

Cracks more than

lIB~

wide, of

varying orientation and depth.

8. Active Friability or flaki ng
Surfaces with active disaggregation of
individual grains or flakes thai dislodge
under finger pressure.

No Illustration

9. Surface erosion
Differential surface weathering defined
by large areas of coarse texture and
surface loss greater than W in depth.

No Illustration
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10. Contour scaling or exfoliation

Distinctive localized patterns of loss
associated with cracks and 'aliaUon

planes where the depth i s greater
than the width, and at Jeasl W in depth.

11 . Incipient Spall- surface area/depth
Surface planar d iscontinuities thai have

become partially separated from the
parent stone. The detached area can
be detected visually and audibly by
sounding. The angle 01 separation will
be approximately 0-000 from the
surface plane of the surrounding slone.

12. Dimensional Loss - surface area/depth
Partial slone loss greater than 4 square
inches and alleast 1 inch in depth as
measured in plane with the stone

surface.
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13. Deformation/Displacement +/.
Movement and cracking or separation
of the slone or 510ne(5), resulting in the
shifting of stones or slone surfaces
more than ¥.!n out of plane.

14. Open joints - complete loss of mortar

Stone joints where the pointing mortar
is completely lost.

15. Deteriorating mortar - locations

Mortar is still present in the joints but is
crumbling, noticeably cracked and
brillie.

No Illustration

16. Inappropriate sealants
Use of silicone or other sealants as
a masonry repair or pointing
material.

No Illustration
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Accretions:
17. Efflorescence (salts)
While crystalline deposits on the
surface or within the pores of the
stone indicating the presence of
damaging salts.

No Illustration

18. Metallic Staining
Discoloration resulting from the
weathering of either intrinsic
(mineralogical) or extrinsic (copper or
iron accessories) sources, usually
brown, black or green in color.

No Illustration

19. Encrustation (white - black)
Formation of a level of deposits that is
noticeably more concentrated then the
prevailing soiling patterns.
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20. Microflora
Zones of biological growth visible as a
black, brown or greenish discoloration.
Many of these areas are on the lower
sections of the building, under
windowsills, and along the comice area
at the tree line.

21. Chemical Bird Repellent Treatments
Evidence of chemical gels or coatings
used on horizontal surfaces to deler
birds from landing and nesting on the
bUilding .

No Illustration

22. Brown streaking/staining
A distinct staining of the slone which
follows a coating application or rundown pattem noticeably independent of
slone surface morphology.

23. Repainting repairs
A noticeably different pointing mortar
used for repairs or repainting.

No Illustration
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24. Stone Dutchman
Stone infills set into the surrounding
masonry as a repair.

25. Composite patches - type - status
Patching malerial of a mortar based
mix , or an epoxy based resin system
used as a surface patch repair for
spalls and cracks.

26. Filled cracks less than %" wide

No Illustration

27. Filled cracks more than W' wide
No Illustration
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28. Historic Stone Replacement
Physical and/or archival evidence that
complete stones or sections of the
building, terraces, or perimeter walls
have been replaced.

No Illustration

29. Evidence of applied treatment coatings
The presence of a coaling or film on
the slone surface (distinct in
appearance from the brown staining
condition)

No Illustration

30. Defective features and resulting
condition
Building systems and/or anchoring
hardware thai is contributing to a slone
deterioration condition.

31. Stone loss historically documented
Historic photographs thai provide a
detailed view of stone loss, weathering
patterns or pallerns of soiling.
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